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Abstract:-In the Current Data base sql query for fetching Hierarchical data like supervisor hierarchy or organization hierarchy etc standard 

connect by prior command used for fetching data so connect by prior command take longer time for fetching the hierarchical data level for 

supervisor hierarchy or organization hierarchy etc. 

As a workaround, we will provide solutions for fast access for hierarchical data level for supervisor hierarchy or organization hierarchy etc by 

using recursive function in sql statement 
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________________________________________________*****___________________________________________________  

1. Introduction 

 

In relational Data base it’s not store data in hierarchical fashion Then big problem is how to fetch data in hierarchical fashion 

for supervisor hierarchy or organization hierarchy etc. Oracle Data base provide standard features Connect by Prior concept for 

getting data in hierarchical fashion and hierarchy level 

 

Using connect by prior we can fetch data in hierarchy fashion. 

 

 
 

Fig 1.1: Hierarchical Tree 

 

LEVEL shows the level or rank of the particular row in the hierarchical tree. 

 

For example employee/Manger hierarchy tree, Employee/manager tree create a relationship between employee and manger. 

Employee and manager data lies in same table 

 

We can take Employee table and in this employee table King is top most in the hierarchy. Find below Employee Table Data. 
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Fig 1.2: Employee Table Data 

SELECT LEVEL, LPAD (' ', 2 * (LEVEL - 1)) || ename "employee", empno, mgr "manager" 

 FROM employee START WITH mgr IS NULL 

 CONNECT BY PRIOR empno = mgr; 

Find below output of the above query: 

 

Fig 1.3 Employee Hierarch data with Hierarchy Level 

So using connect by prior for finding the level its take more time to fetch data, We can reduce for finding hierarchy Level by 

Recursive functions. 
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2. Background 

 

As per new design of writing sql query using recursive functions. This will increase the fast access for hierarchy level. 

 

When a functions call itself dynamic run time, this functions call as recursive functions. 

This requires creating local copies of its memory structure for each call, Recursive functions use stack concepts for storing 

data. Recursive functions use exit conditions in code for returning from the functions or stopping conditions of recursive 

functions. 

 

3. Proposed Work 

 

As per proposed work we will have one recursive functions for finding the Hierarchy level and this recursive functions we 

can call in sql statement for finding the level data. 

 

Proposed Example: Find Organization LEVEL in Organization Hierarchy 

 

AS-IS : Standard Feature for finding Organization Level in Organization Hierarchy 

 

SELECT 

    organization_id  

    ,haou.name 

    ,Level Org_Level 

FROM 

    apps.HR_ALL_ORGANIZATION_UNITS haou 

    ,apps.PER_ORG_STRUCTURE_ELEMENTS OSE 

Where 

    1=1 

    and haou.organization_id = :organization_id -- Input Parameter Pass Organization at run time 

    and haou.business_group_id = 101 

    and trunc(sysdate) between trunc( haou.date_from) and  nvl( haou.date_to , trunc(sysdate)) 

    AND haou.ORGANIZATION_ID = OSE.ORGANIZATION_ID_CHILD 

    Start With OSE.ORGANIZATION_ID_PARENT = '101' 

    CONNECT BY PRIOR OSE.ORGANIZATION_ID_CHILD = OSE.ORGANIZATION_ID_PARENT ; 

 

TO-BE Proposed work: Recursions Features for finding Organization Level in Organization Hierarchy 

 

FUNCTION org_level( 

    p_org_no NUMBER ) 

  RETURN NUMBER 

IS 

  /*  l_org_no number ;  begin if p_org_no = 101 then return 1 ; else select OSE.ORGANIZATION_ID_PARENT into 

l_org_no from apps.PER_ORG_STRUCTURE_ELEMENTS OSE where OSE.organization_id_child = p_org_no ; return 

1 + org_level (l_org_no ); end if; */ 

  l_org_level NUMBER ; 

BEGIN – Starting of Begin 

  SELECT ( 0 + org_level_rec ( p_org_no , p_org_no ) ) 

  INTO l_org_level 

  FROM dual ; -- Dual is dummy table  

  IF l_org_level >= 0 THEN 

    RETURN l_org_level; 

  ELSE 

    RETURN -1; -- else -1 return some issue with data 

  END IF; 
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END; 

 

Recursion Functions: 

 

FUNCTION org_level_rec( 

    p_child_org_no NUMBER, 

    p_org_no       NUMBER ) 

  RETURN NUMBER 

IS 

  l_org_no NUMBER ; 

BEGIN 

  IF p_org_no = 101 THEN 

    RETURN 0 ; 

  ELSE 

    BEGIN 

      SELECT OSE.ORGANIZATION_ID_PARENT 

      INTO l_org_no 

      FROM apps.PER_ORG_STRUCTURE_ELEMENTS OSE 

      WHERE OSE.organization_id_child = p_org_no ; 

    EXCEPTION 

    WHEN OTHERS THEN 

      RETURN -99; 

    END; 

    IF p_child_org_no = l_org_no THEN 

      RETURN -88; 

    END IF; 

    RETURN 1 + org_level_rec ( p_child_org_no , l_org_no ); 

  END IF; 

END org_level_rec ; 

 

sql Query: 

 

select  

   organization_id , 

   name ,  

 ( 0 + ORG_LEVEL ( org.ORGANIZATION_ID ))  Org_level 

from apps.HR_ALL_ORGANIZATION_UNITS   org 

where  

org.business_group_id = 101 

and organization_id = :organization_id  ;  -- Input Parameter Pass Organization at run time 

 

Result Response Time screen shot for Reference: 

 

As-Is Connect by Prior: Screen shot for Input Organization Id - 501 
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Fig 3.1: Response time connect by Prior Options in sql query 

 

To-Be Recursion Function: Screen shot for Input Organization Id – 501 

 

 
Fig 3.2: Response time Recursion Functions Options in sql query 
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Fig 3.3: Response Time Compare of Connect by Prior and Recursion Functions 

 

As per above table for getting Level of Organization Response time taken by recursions functions is very less as compare to 

Connect by Prior standard features. 

 

So Recursions gives better fast response time as compare to Connect by Prior options. 

 

4. Conclusion Future work 

 

Standard Features connect by Prior is very long time taking query so fast response time is always a challenge in sql query is 

always required.  
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